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Packaging a better place. Red Indian Maiden Angel 
7 ½˝ problem, America would receive treatment:  
Cocaine and White w/ chiles, Dark Blue crack, or 
heroin; and, Pastels, Teal, operated outside if today’s 
children had methadone clinics where addicts 
Purple this kind of drug.
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I met Pan and smuggled an unusually pure variety. 
He told me his number is patterns made out purity, 
of Colombian heroin. But vary, however, certains 
shades are available: Turqouise, among the ears 
and into the Red, Purple, Teal, Green, Pastels, Blue 
ether, black tar heroin across the Western Angel 6˝ 
Bandana pattern. U.S.-Mexican 1232.
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Author unknown quarter to high angel, matching 
skirt and shawl, half a gram of heroin in balloons if 
they bought Ristra CHAL Ristra on two balloons.
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Mexican Angel carries leather the ozone tones that 
scream black lariat. tar heroin, a dark and I spent 
the night deep in The ring, grew its own poppies a 
forest... tripping balls on psychedelic and refined 
them in Mexico and mushrooms.
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Ristra has 5 chile call and order delivery of 
heroin angels arranged on decorated raffia. 
Ladder to the front door of theirs is made from 
small latillas. home. the dealers would offer 
addicts CHAO Ornament CHAR two free garden 
and Cloth on wood body.
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I have Indian Maiden Angel Colors. Patterns 85 
percent pure: Turquoise/Red, Pink/Black,
Tan/Brown and Purples.
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Handpainted flower beds and cockleburs’ head,
Navajo-style balloons for convenience, out of dad’s
fields. The more than hair. I was drug to beaded
necklace, buttons, leather halo, the homes of family,
37 pounds of friends and neighbors to love myself & 
help out some poor and raffia wings.  Those drugs 
are still addicts. CRAL 12˝ high in my veins; and 
(they affect my behavior dealers, out from style) in
everything I do, SW Ribbon colors:Yellow w/chiles, 
8 say, and think.
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I fell in love with cloth-covered paper angel. Angel 
has white border, mostly in Arizona, with couriers 
cowboy hat turquoise and feather. again. With the 
earth and on White leather bolo tie and leather 
Feather Angel 6˝ high, the cloth-covered paper 
angel. SW patterned cloth, gang preyed down from 
the trees, black braided hair, leather halo and and 
covered sticky substance, is usually feather. Leather 
bolo and accents, on only about me in some ancient 
wings, turquoise earrings and carries filled dream.
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They, a.m. to 8 p.m. are stronger than weather. I was 
1232. I fell in love drug by my ears, cloth-covered 
paper angel. Angel when I was disrespectful has 
white border, mostly in adults.
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I was drug to ears and into the church for weddings
and Red, Purple, Teal, Green, Pastels, funerals.
I was drug Blue ether, black tar to family reunions 
and heroin across the Western Angel community 
socials no matter 6˝ Bandana pattern U.S.-Mexican.
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the cloth-covered ill of the teacher paper angel.
SW patterned or the preacher, or cloth gang preyed 
down if I didn’t put the trees black braided forth my 
best effort hair, leather halo and in everything that 
was covered sticky is asked of me. I usually feather.
Leather bolo and was drug to the accents on, only
about kitchen sink to have me in some ancient 
wings, my mouth washed out turquoise and filled 
with Soap if I dream.
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I was drug Indian the Burning fever, out to pull 
weeds hallucination criss-crossed Feather Angel in 
mom’s God bless mothers who, foot or in vehicles, 
drugged us!
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Arms held in anger, rose face-ed angel, too many
words, too many words.
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